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Executive Summary
A visual identity has been successfully set up for the EuCanImage project. It includes the
project logo, templates for presentations and the project video.
In addition, a project website (www.eucanimage.eu) has been created and a dedicated Twitter
account (@EuCanImage) has been set up. The EuCanImage website serves as the central
platform for all project-related public information and thus is a key communication instrument
of the project during its lifetime and beyond. It will provide all dissemination material
developed during the project and links to any publication made in relation to EuCanImage.
The website will be further developed and regularly updated according to project progress
and achievements. The Twitter account will be used to broadly disseminate project results
and engage the general public and specific target audiences. This allows the partners to gather
feedback on their results and achievements.
A first project video aims to introduce the project and raise awareness. The intended audience
of the animation is the general public, i.e. a lay audience. The overall look is based on the
EuCanImage logo and website. The video is accessible via the EuCanImage website and was
uploaded on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPTdnJuJCJk&t=7s.

1

Introduction

To support the project’s outreach and dissemination activities a project logo and design
elements, templates for presentations and posters, a project website and a project video have
been developed.
This document provides an overview of the set-up and design of the project’s visual identity
and presents the EuCanImage website in a series of screenshots and images along with some
brief information on the individual webpages. The concept and design of the first EuCanImage
project video is introduced.

2

Visual Identity

The goal of EuCanImage is to build a highly secure, federated and large-scale European cancer
imaging platform, with capabilities that will greatly enhance the potential of artificial
intelligence (AI) in oncology. The EuCanImage platform will be populated with a completely
new data resource totaling over 25,000 single subjects, which will allow to investigate unmet
clinical needs. The imaging platform will be cross-linked to biological and health repositories
through the European Genome-phenome Archive, allowing to develop multi-scale AI solutions
that integrate organ-level, molecular and other clinical predictors into dense patient specific
cancer fingerprints.
For the project logo the idea was to depict that the project collects images from
hospitals/patients to train the computer to indicate, which image displays cancer and what
the best treatment would be. Key words identified were: Big Data; radiomics; Artificial
Intelligence; Image; well developed and validated solutions; better diagnosis.
Due to the complex nature of the project a logo design, that displays all objectives was found
to be too difficult and the consortium decided to go for a simple logo in bright colours.
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Figure 1: EuCanImage logo

This approach has also been followed to create several templates to be used for presentations,
reports, and posters. The EuCanImage PowerPoint template was created along these lines:

Figure 2: EuCanImage PowerPoint Template: title
slide

Figure 3: EuCanImage PowerPoint Template:
Structure slide

Figure 4: EuCanImage PowerPoint Template:
content slide 1

Figure 5: EuCanImage PowerPoint Template:
content slide 2

Figure 6: EuCanImage PowerPoint Template:
Thank you slide
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3

Project Website

The website of the EuCanImage project has been set up and is now available under the
following URL: www.eucanimage.eu.
An.eu domain was chosen in order to associate the project with its funding body, the European
Union. The EU emblem and a statement on the project’s Horizon 2020 grant number has been
included in the website’s footer.
The website design was initiated based on the EuCanImage logo. Every effort was made
throughout the design process to create a clean, simple and intuitive design that allows users
to easily and quickly find the information they want. For the homepage of the website parallax
scrolling format has been implemented, as it allows users to simply scroll through all the main
features of the website without having to navigate through a maze of separate pages.
The sections of the website include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Home page
News
Project Summary
o About the project
o Project video
o Work Packages
o Public Deliverables
Partners
Publications
o Scientific Publications
o Press & Media
Contact

The project content related sections of website will be regularly updated according to project
progress. It will serve as the central information system for all project-related information
and communication activities throughout the project’s lifetime and beyond.
The following series of screenshots provide an overview of the website:
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Figure 7: Top section of EuCanImage website incl. cookie preferences pop-up
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Figure 8: Page with project description
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Figure 9: About section with project objectives

Figure 10: Page with video, list of Work Packages, public deliverables that will be updated as the
project progresses
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Figure 11: News section with latest news posts, which are then linked to more detailed reports. A
link to the news archive is provided.

Figure 12: Partners section with dots to identify the location of the partners. A link leads to the
description of each partner, as depicted in Fig.13. A link to a list of External Advisory Board
members is also included in this section
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Figure 13: Partner page for UB

Figure 14: The publications section. By clicking on “read more” the user is taken to a page with
online repositories for open access publications, press material, and other media.
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Figure 15: Publications page with a file repository of open access articles
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Figure 16: Press and media page with promotional material and press releases.
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Figure 17: The contact section with details of the coordinator and project manager as well as
contact form, sign up for newsletter and agreement to privacy policy.
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Figure 18: Website footer with EU emblem and funding sentence, as well as a button to follow the
project’s Twitter account (@EuCanImage).

4

EuCanImage Video

The WP7 workplan foresees to produce two project videos (M6 and M24). The first video was
aimed to be a short 2D animation to introduce the project and raise awareness. The intended
audience of the animation is the general public, i.e. a lay audience. The overall look is based
on the look and feel of the logo and website. A gender balanced approach (e.g. equal number
of female and male scientist images) was applied.
The video is accessible via the EuCanImage website and was uploaded on
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZ2OPRESnoyZ2uZuNXNUI4w.

Video Development Process
A short script detailing the general aims of EuCanImage was presented to and discussed with
WP7 members:
EuCanImage Video Script
Currently, nearly all cancer treatments are guided based on human expertise and medical
images. These images are typically stored locally in each hospital. Central cancer image
collections with open access generally don’t exist yet in Europe. Imagine what we could
achieve by combining image collections with open access?
The goal of the EuCanImage project is to build a highly secure, large-scale and federated
European cancer imaging platform, with capabilities that will greatly enhance the potential of
artificial intelligence (AI) in oncology.
The EuCanImage platform will include 25,000 new datapoints for research to improve the
detection of small liver tumours and metastases of colorectal cancer, and for estimating
subtypes of breast tumours for planning the correct treatment. The platform we’re building
will be cross-linked to existing biological and health databases. This allows the development
of AI solutions that integrate different types of data, including genetic, molecular and
biochemical, into dense patient-specific “cancer fingerprints”.
To deliver this platform, we will build upon several key European initiatives in high-quality
data sharing for personalised medicine research, including Euro-BioImaging and the European
Genome-Phenome Archive. Furthermore, we’re working together with The Cancer Imaging
Archive, a well-established cancer imaging repository in the US. This allows us to leverage
their unique years-long experience in cancer imaging storage, curation and management.
Our close collaboration between world-renowned experts in cancer research, AI and bioethics
will establish necessary guidelines for developing standardised, trusted and transferable
decisions support systems in future clinical oncology.
Follow EuCanImage to find out how imaging data and data sharing can contribute to the fight
against cancer through artificial intelligence.
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The script was shared with WP7 members for feedback and a story board was created
accordingly.
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